An effective method of pruning support vector machine classifiers.
Support vector machine (SVM) classifiers often contain many SVs, which lead to high computational cost at runtime and potential overfitting. In this paper, a practical and effective method of pruning SVM classifiers is systematically developed. The kernel row vectors, with one-to-one correspondence to the SVs, are first organized into clusters. The pruning work is divided into two phases. In the first phase, orthogonal projections (OPs) are performed to find kernel row vectors that can be approximated by the others. In the second phase, the previously found vectors are removed, and crosswise propagations, which simply utilize the coefficients of OPs, are implemented within each cluster. The method circumvents the problem of explicitly discerning SVs in the high-dimensional feature space as the SVM formulation does, and does not involve local minima. With different parameters, 3000 experiments were run on the LibSVM software platform. After pruning 42% of the SVs, the average change in classification accuracy was only - 0.7%, and the average computation time for removing one SV was 0.006 of the training time. In some scenarios, over 90% of the SVs were pruned with less than 0.1% reduction in classification accuracy. The experiments demonstrate the existence of large numbers of superabundant SVs in trained SVMs, and suggest a synergistic use of training and pruning in practice. Many SVMs already used in applications could be upgraded by pruning nearly half of their SVs.